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old man and a 22-year-old
woman, it’s reasonable to
expect that the two of you
will, at some point, want
to spend time together. It

is therefore entirely
understandable that you
are excited about a date
with her and are eager to

see her. But if, on the
other hand, you are

46-years-old and she is
31, it’s reasonable to

expect that the two of you
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might have more in
common than just your

birthday. In order to find
out if that is indeed the
case, you can use the

simple filter capabilities of
OkCupid.Report: 5.5’ apps

can function on smaller
screens An app that’s 5.5
inches wide can function
on small screens that are
smaller than 5.5 inches.
On January 3, Google’s

Android Developer
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Evangelist Mike Gorman
tweeted that websites and
apps up to 5.5 inches wide

can function on Android
phones with screen widths
under 5.5 inches. Gorman

claimed the display
doesn’t have to be large

to work with apps that are
that wide: Note: this only
applies for apps that have
a horizontal scroll bar and
the scroll bar isn’t visible
to the user, but the app is
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5.5 inches wide. That’s
more than a enough size

for a 4” screen.
Additionally, if it’s an
Android phone that
supports multiple

columns, an app can go
wider than its screen

width if the app can scroll
on its own. We could

speculate that Google
made a big commitment

to supporting smaller
phones when they split
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Android into two versions.
An Android phone that
runs on a One Plus 5 or

any of the Galaxy A
smartphones can function
as a tablet. All the current

flagships such as the
Samsung Galaxy S7,

Google Pixel, HTC 10, and
others could qualify as

basic phones. Responses
to Gorman’s tweet range
from disbelief to praise. In

the social media
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